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Hannity: The deep state's massive eﬀort to destroy Trump

Fox News’ Sean Hannity on Friday night slammed news outlets like The New
York Times and CNN as “willing accomplices” for the deep state that is intent
on damaging President Trump’s presidency by leaking, in many cases,
misinformation to the American public.
“The major news outlets, citing unnamed sources, “have all gotten it wrong on
this issue,” Hannity said. “They all, at this point with the American public,
should have zero credibility.”
The “deep state,” an alleged shadowy network of powerful entrenched federal
and military interests, has increasingly become the focus of Republicans who
accuse such forces of trying to undermine the new president. Though senior
White House staﬀ members don’t use the exact label, the notion behind it has
taken hold.
To Trump’s critics, these assertions come oﬀ as paranoid fear of a non-existent
shadow government and an eﬀort to create a scapegoat for the White House’s
struggles. But to Trump’s supporters, this represents an overdue challenge to
an elite ruling class concerned only with maintaining its own grasp on power.
Hannity said the public should take these “smoking gun” reports that appear to
break every night “with a grain of salt.”
Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein said Thursday evening that Americans
should "exercise caution" before believing anonymously sourced reports, an
apparent reference to ongoing leaks surrounding the investigation into alleged
connections between Russian oﬃcials and Trump's campaign.
"Americans should exercise caution before accepting as true any stories any
stories attributed to anonymous 'oﬃcials,'" Rosenstein said in a statement,
"particularly when they do not identify the country — let alone the branch or
agency of government — with which the alleged sources supposedly are
aﬃliated."
“Of course, the deep state exists. There’s a permanent state of massive
bureaucracies that do whatever they want and set up deliberate leaks to attack
the president,” said Newt Gingrich, a Trump confidant, earlier. “This is what the
deep state does: They create a lie, spread a lie, fail to check the lie and then
deny that they were behind the lie.”
Hannity said the deep state hopes for “as much collateral damage as possible.”
The Associated Press contributed to this report
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nestoftheagle

3 hours ago

A lot of left hate posters. No surprise well stated set of "truthful" facts. Truth and liberals go
together like garlic and vampires.
2 Like

FunnySunny

Reply

3 hours ago

Yeah, and when Trump gets impeached due to his own actions, that will be the "deep state's" fault
too. The deep state didn't make Trump fire Comey. The obstruction of justice is glaring and
obvious. If this was a democratic prez, Congress would have been all over them. But no, rampant
corruption and power mongering. Meanwhile, Trump's agenda is crippled, yet he tweets on...
2 Like

theresistance1

Reply

3 hours ago

what a nut job
Like

KenPerk

Reply

3 hours ago

Nice to admit it. I hope you can be helped, boy.
Like

Rexy

Reply

4 hours ago

Why investigate? What facts does anyone have to prompt an investigation?
Like

PumpinTrump

Reply

3 hours ago

@Rexy Other than the part where Trump admitted to obstruction on NBC news ... Not
much
Like

e0664

Reply

4 hours ago

Trump is doing a good job.... not perfect but... who is???? Stop the HATRED... democrats!!!!!
Like

PumpinTrump

Reply

3 hours ago

@e0664
He is being investigated by Republicans.
Like

e0664

Reply

4 hours ago

This investigation is ridiculous!!!! Mueller is not an honorable man.... look at all the staﬀ he is picking
and no proof of Russian Collusion and now looking for another object to hit!!!! There was no reason
for any investigation in the first place!!!!! This needs to be ended and stopped!!!!!! Grow
democrats!!!!! Tired of the S- - - !!! Conservatives.... "resist"!!!!
1 Like

Sandman619x

Reply

3 hours ago

The 5-year investigation into the Clintons was based only on allegations. It started with 1
allegation & after Republicans spent $40 million tax payer funds had encompassed every
phoney allegation made against them. No evidence was ever found to incriminate them &
if it wasn't for Lewinsky falling into their lap they would've had nothing to show for it.
Republicans kept the investigation going in an attempt to save face.
1 Like

KenPerk

Reply

3 hours ago

The ONLY reason it wasnt successful was dozens of witnesses died strange
deaths. bull S knew it couldn't be found guilty if all the witresses against it just
happen to die. That's the ONLY way it survived Whitewater.
2 Like

BoydCounty

Reply

1 hour ago

@Sandman619x What do you mean "nothing to show for it"? The house
impeached him if I remember correctly. I am surprised that anyone would bring
up the Clinton's in an attempt to justify anything that had a legal component to
it. They both have been known to be allergic to honesty. Did we every recover
everything accidently packed when they moved out of the White House?
Like

Independent1957

Reply

5 hours ago

What is the "deep state"? Its a made up term from Steve Bannon. He might as well have said "the
evil fourth column". I have no idea what it means and Hannity probably does not either. He's just
parroting the latest talking points from Bannon.
1 Like

Rexy

Reply

4 hours ago

@Independent1957 Pretty sure you have Google.
Like

Independent1957

Reply

4 hours ago

@Rexy @Independent1957 I know what the formal definition is, who exactly
are the people Bannon imagines are secretly controlling us all?
1 Like

Rexy

Reply

4 hours ago

@Rexy How are they controlling you?
Like

KenPerk

Reply

2 hours ago

Only a communazi dupe doesn't believe this eﬀort is underway, comrade.
Like

Reno123

Reply

5 hours ago

Why are 73% of federal prison inmates liberals?
3 Like

Independent1957

Reply

5 hours ago

@Reno123 I don't know, did you do a survey asking them if they call themselves "liberal"
or "conservative"? If not then why are you posting this?
Like

HESKING

Reply

4 hours ago

@Independent1957 - Very simple. . . BECAUSE HE WANTS TO!!!
Like

HESKING

Reply

5 hours ago

@Reno123 : Very simple. . . Because the LOW value of THE LIBERAL PARTY!!! Like
Moochelle Obama said; We go HIGH when they go LOW. . . LIAR! They do the very
OPPOSITE because their CORE VALUES are LOW when they PRETEND to go HIGH!!!
1 Like

Independent1957

Reply

4 hours ago

@HESKING @Reno123 I have no idea what you are trying to say. Have had
better luck conversing with 5 year olds.
Like

HESKING

Reply

4 hours ago

@Independent1957 - Very simple. . . You DON'T WANT to
understand what I said because you don't want THE TRUTH. 5
year old kids have a BETTER UNDERSTANDING than you!
Like

Sandman619x

Reply

3 hours ago

That's a fake statistic. Prison databases do not collect that info. Stop spreading lie
information lies
1 Like

KenPerk

Reply

2 hours ago

And the other 27% are on welfare.
Like

celmo

Reply

6 hours ago

Fox is a 24/7 spin machine for Donald Trump. Sean Hannity is their lead man who is vested with the
responsibility of trying to cover for him. It is an insult to the intelligence of the American people see
what is occurring and how they are attempting influence how people view the the President.
Commentary is and should be a key essential when it come to the media. However, it is imperative
both sides of an issue be covered in a fair and balanced way.
1 Like

Reno123

Reply

6 hours ago

@celmo CNN and most other networks along with the NY Times, Newsweek,
Washington ComPost are lying liberal sheetholes and you make no mention of them.
2 Like

Independent1957

Reply

5 hours ago

@Reno123 @celmo If you're going to call someone a liar, you need facts to
back it up. You are one vulgar person. You're as angry and dangerous as the
kook who shot Steve Scalise. Other side of the same hateful coin.
1 Like

celmo

Reply

3 hours ago

@Independent1957 @Reno123 @celmo With comments like that, I
have nothing else to say......Congratulations----you won. Now
please get some rest.
Like

HESKING

Reply

19 minutes ago

@Independent1957 - If you are going to ACCUSE someone, u need
to stand on THE TRUTH. You are one deceitful person with A
SEARED CONSCIENCE. You're as ANGRY, HATEFUL and
COWARD as the man that shot Mr. Congressman Steve Scalise. U
need to take a TRUTHFUL look @ yourself before pointing @
someone else!
Like

thesnooker

Reply

6 hours ago

@celmo Bartender, I'll have what @celmo's having. Dude, you must be on crack to think
that the mainstream media should be considered as a source of fact and truth. Need an
example? They hammered away all election day saying how Hillary would trounce Trump
only to cry during commercials and come back trying to analyze and philosophize what
went wrong. I think you need to get back on your french fry basket and oﬀ of your
phone. The buzzer went oﬀ, the fries are burning, your line chief is giving you the 'stinkeye' and if you're not careful you'll lose the best job you ever had.
2 Like

celmo

Reply

5 hours ago

@thesnooker @celmo Typical right wing response.....If you disagree with
someone, instead of expressing a logical opposing view point, you resort to
name calling.....Suggest, you try using a more civil approach, it may help you
become more eﬀective.
1 Like

Gozome

Reply

7 hours ago

Think about the truth people,Anything you buy is controlled by 12 companies,1000'S of names,But
12 companies,So it is the same with all else,Everything is owned by a very small amount of
people,Many foreigners,So yeah the deep state does exist,And it manipulates prices,Availability,And
control.
Like

fishmanpa

Reply

7 hours ago

He's like a gayer version of Bill O'Reilly.
1 Like

IrkedVeteran

Reply

7 hours ago

Hannity has always been the Homer Simpson of news, however, his latest position as Trump's
Secretary of Whining is pathetic even by Fox standards.

Thank you Fox News for keeping Hannity on the air. Always good for a laugh.
3 Like

Nightsun2k7

Reply

7 hours ago

@IrkedVeteran What i don't get is why they need to whine at all, why don't they just talk
about all of trumps' great achievements. Shouldn't that be enough to silence the
left?...oh...wait
2 Like

Independent1957

Reply

5 hours ago

@Nightsun2k7 @IrkedVeteran I think its designed to keep Trump's base
angry and at his command. Seems to be working according to comments I
see here on Fox.

2 Like

Independent1957

Reply

5 hours ago

@IrkedVeteran Fox news has always cherry picked stories to promote Republicans and
put down Democrats. Hannity is just doing what he's always done. Just like CNN (who
seems a little more to the center than Fox to me).
1 Like

Craig125

Reply

7 hours ago

Hannity =fake news.
2 Like

HollyToo

Reply

7 hours ago

Craig125 = purveyor of fake news!
1 Like

theresistance1

Reply

7 hours ago

we don't need a deep state...trump is burying himself with every tweet, every deranged rant
5 Like

HollyToo

Reply

7 hours ago

Hey, Trump may have his faults.....as we all do. But, at least, he is far better than a
Marxist community organizer from Chicago like Obama, who never as much as managed
a lemonade stand before becoming president of the United States.
3 Like

BoogieMonster

Reply

7 hours ago

How many times did you have to repeat this to yourself before you actually
started to believe it. I ask because I'm impressed. This is major league denial.
You're a pro.
5 Like

Reno123

Reply

6 hours ago

@BoogieMonster And you're still a big Obama supporter.
Like

willcrw

Reply

7 hours ago

Paranoid much Sean?
3 Like

HollyToo

Reply

7 hours ago

Ridicule and derision.... apparently, that is all you far left zealots are capable of
formulating. So predictable.
1 Like

Nightsun2k7

Reply

7 hours ago

@HollyToo pot meet kettle
2 Like

minarchist

Reply

8 hours ago

Newt is admitting now that someone on Trump's team will go to jail.
3 Like

HollyToo

Reply

7 hours ago

Same old talking points, misinformation and propaganda.
1 Like

comeongivemeabreak

Reply

8 hours ago

Hey Fox fans, what if Fox is the "fake news" that they love to rant about? What if you are being
sold a baloney? You might consider opening your eyes.
4 Like

freedom4everyone

Reply

8 hours ago

@comeongivemeabreak Because common sense favors conservatism.

There are no rational reason to do anything in the liberal agenda.
1 Like

ProfZoom

Reply

7 hours ago

Common sense like raiding the funding for legal services for the poor so they
have a less of a chance to get a fair trial or signing a apprenticeship bill with no
funding for them?
3 Like

JNPONDER

Reply

7 hours ago

@ProfZoom The rich and the poor alike are deprived of justice and
legal services in our courts EVERY DAY because of the corruption
and self dealing of lawyers, lawyers who are judges, lawyers who
are politicians, lawyers who are accountants, lawyers who are
bankers, .. get it?

If you are not willing to cut a deal for the benefit of crooked lawyers
... there is no justice and no court to turn to. You should be glad
Trump is NOT a lawyer!!

We are not the only country that suﬀer under the corruptions of
those "who know what laws they can break". It happens in the UK,
in France, and of course EVERY communist country. Once the law
bends, it can be broken with very little addition eﬀort ... and no one
notices except the victims.
Like

theresistance1

Reply

7 hours ago

@freedom4everyone @comeongivemeabreak you mean common sense like
throwing 23 million sick and poor people oﬀ of healthcare to give millions in
tax breaks to millionaires?
or common sense like destroying our environment to give big oil more money,
even though renewables employ 5 times more people than fossil fuels?
2 Like

Reno123

Reply

6 hours ago

@theresistance1 @freedom4everyone @comeongivemeabreak
Get a job and pay for your own healthcare.
Like

Reply
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